Bio - Mike Jaffe, President and Founder

MBA, CC, CLPC,

Mike Jaffe is a Human WakeUp Call!
Mike Jaffe is a nationally-recognized speaker, seminar leader, business and
personal coach, and author of WAKE UP! Your Life is Calling. Why settle for
FINE when so much more is possible? As a 9/11 survivor who has transformed
his life, Mike Jaffe serves as The Human WakeUp Call™ by using his own brush
with tragedy as a message of self-discovery and empowerment.
Mike’s new book, WAKE UP! Your Life is Calling serves as a wakeup call for us
all, sharing deeply personal stories – his own 9/11 story included - and providing a framework
for utilizing his five principles to WakeUp your potential, live powerfully and turn your
intentions into your reality.
Mike is committed to championing programs that bring perspective, tools and support to the
workplace, enabling increased professional success and accountability together with better
quality of life. Mike stands out for his energetic, authentic and thought-provoking messages
and real life approach to the issues and opportunities that people and organizations face in
today’s complex, fast-paced world.
Through his speaking, seminars and coaching Mike spurs each of us to redefine the possibilities
in our personal and professional lives. Using the power of humor, insightful stories and practical
tools, Mike touches the hearts and minds of a wide variety of audiences, rallying participants
into empowered action with life-changing results.
Mike’s had the honor and privilege of working with thousands of brilliant, intelligent and highly
creative individuals to help them transition their own lives, enabling them to unlock their
potential and create new possibilities for growth and success, without wasting a single precious
day.
The founder of the Mike Jaffe Company, Mike’s been a featured expert on CNN, Fox News, New
England Cable News and has been published and quoted in the Wall Street Journal, MSN, US
News & World Report, Crain’s NY Business, Entrepreneur Magazine Radio and other national
and regional media outlets.
Mike’s coaching and consulting programs have impacted business results for major global
players such as Yahoo, Disney Interactive, NCR, Marsh and McLennan, Discovery Networks,
Acxiom and other companies ranging from the Fortune 500 to small businesses.
Mike is ready to benefit your company by providing your executives, managers and teams a
powerful, life-changing, success-oriented wake-up call of their own.
Please contact us to see what’s possible for your organization!

